
Quilt



Borders can play a “co-starring role” in 
the visual impact and success of 
quilts. 



Purpose of Quilt Borders

The addition of any quilt border 

should enhance, support, contain 

and frame the central design; 



Purpose of Quilt Borders

Borders echo, reinforce, repeat, 

and unify the design elements 

contributing to the overall balance 

of the quilt. 



Flying Geese

Piano Keys

Prairie Points

Scallops

Pieced Quilt Borders



Flying Geese 



Interior & exterior Flying Geese borders



Incomplete Flying Geese borders



Double Flying Geese border



Flying Geese with no corner design 



Tip #1

Borders can expand the central 

design by extending an element of 

the quilt center (color, value, shape 

or form or fabric) into the border 

area.



Flying Geese with corner 9 Patch  



Piano Keys



Uneven sided Piano Key border width



Tip #2

Borders can add size or serve 

as a simple frame to contain a 

busy design. The eye should be 

captured by the central design 

and then move out to the 

border.



Piano Key combined with 
Scalloped border 



Uneven multi-colored Piano Key 
border



Large Piano Key border



Prairie Points



Solid colored Prairie Points 



Alternating blue and white Prairie Points 



Alternating checked prairie points



Tip #3

Borders can establish the 

dominant quilt color, add 

interest, and bring organization 

to the arrangement of shapes 

and colors.



Prairie Points as interior border



Buttoned Prairie Points



Scallops



Scallops serve as border w/o 
change in color or pattern 



Double scalloped and overlap 
scallop border



Interior & exterior Scallops



Tip #4

Borders should not overpower, 

compete with, or draw attention 

away from the central design.



Blanket stitch scalloped border



Oversized scalloped border



Some quilts do not need borders



Borderless quilts



Borderless Bento Box quilt



Modern 4 Patch without borders



Mixed & matched blocks w/o borders



Chevron w/o borders



An important question

Does this border 
improve the overall 
appearance of the quilt?  



To be more specific, break 
down the goal of “improved 
overall appearance” into two
characteristics.

An important question



Characteristic One:
Consider whether the
border’s proportion and
color are appropriate?

An important question



Characteristic Two:
Consider whether a 
different border style might 
enhance the central color 
and quilt design?

An important question



Conclusion

As quilters eager to continue learning, 
we must step out of our comfort 
zones and try new techniques like 
adding new border design. 



Conclusion

I have often heard the 
quote, “Quilting is the gift 
we give ourselves!”



Conclusion

Then maybe an appealing border 
can be the wrapping paper we 
use to enhance the gift! 
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